Venue
TU Graz (Graz University of Technology)
Petersgasse 14 / ground floor
8010 Graz
Austria
c/o Michaela Gerstmann
michaela.gerstmann@tugraz.at

How to get there?
by public transportation
The closest tram stop is "Neue Technik" (tram number 6).
For route planner see:
https://www.verbundlinie.at/en/

by Taxi
Taxi numbers. +43 316 889 or +43 316 878
- from the Airport to TU Graz or the city will cost about 15-20 €
- from the Railway station to TU Graz will cost about 10 €

on the departure day
At departure (3:30 p.m.) we will offer a shuttle to Graz airport to catch most international
flights on Wednesday afternoon.
Individual registration for the departure shuttle is required.

Accommodation
Please note that accommodation is not included in the course fee.
The following hotels are located nearby the course venue:
Hotel Star Inn - https://starinnhotels.com/reiseziele/graz/
Hotel Gollner - http://www.hotelgollner.com/
Hotel Parkhotel - https://www.parkhotel-graz.at/
Hotel Stadthalle Johannes - http://www.hotel-landhausjohannes.at/

About Graz
The Mediterranean atmosphere of the Old Town, hidden alleys, picturesque courtyards,
ornate facades, magnificent buildings and spectacular and futuristic modern architecture
all add up to a unique and fascinating blend. The city's event calendar regularly features
an abundance of international standard cultural events.
You will hardly find another city offering so much variety in such a compact and
manageable space. Nowhere else can one stroll around in such a pleasurable way without
getting lost. It may well have been just the penchant for diversity and vision that in 2003
made Graz the Cultural Capital of Europe.

For all about Graz see: https://www.graztourismus.at/en
We look forward to meeting you soon at the “hands-on-pichia“ course in Graz!

Weather
Average temperatures for August are around 20°C with changeable, mostly sunny periods.

Miscellaneous
For any special dietary needs (e.g., vegetarian, allergies) or any additional questions,
please email or call us:
Michaela Gerstmann
+43 (316) 873 4093
michaela.gerstmann@tugraz.at

During the course, from Sunday to Wednesday, the following cell phone will be in
operation:
+43 664 608 734 074
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Venue: Petersgasse 14 (registration & workshops) and 12 (laboratories)
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